Deliver trustworthy, 24/7 online automotive repair and maintenance guidance that DIYers, CTE students, and professionals have relied on for more than 100 years. Continually updated, this database offers users the detailed information they need to tackle preventative vehicle maintenance and repairs. Give car owners the certainty they need to keep their cars safely on the road for years to come.

**PREPARE FOR THE ROAD AHEAD**

**REV UP CAR CARE WITH THIS POWERFUL ENGINE**

**UP-TO-DATE VEHICLE INFORMATION**
Easily locate domestic and imported vehicle information by the make, model, and year. Contains information on more than 18,000 vehicles from the 1940s to current year.

**DECODE A VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (VIN)**
Gain key insights into the vehicle, such as where and when it was made and what parts it was originally equipped with. The tool also displays an overview of National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) recalls.

**INTUITIVE, USER-FRIENDLY PLATFORM**
Easily navigate ChiltonLibrary’s massive Service & Repair database with individual tabs for “Repair,” “Labor Estimating,” “Maintenance,” and “Bulletins and Recalls.” Quickly find the VIN Decoder, Video Library, and ASE Test Prep Quizzes with the top navigation tabs.

**PREPARE FOR REPAIR COSTS**
With automaker and Chilton’s industry-standard proprietary labor times, the Estimating Tool accurately gauges the time needed to complete a job. The program’s labor covers most models over the last 40 years.

**TOOLS FOR ASE CERTIFICATION**
Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) sample tests are available to provide a high-level assessment of overall readiness to pass an ASE certification exam. Aspiring mechanics will gain a better understanding of their strengths and areas needing additional review.
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Gale, here for everyone.
“Auto experts can further develop skills while novices will gain information necessary to satisfy curiosity and accomplish at-home repairs. Strong in user-friendliness and value for the general public, this product is highly recommended ...”

Library Journal

“Gale’s ChiltonLibrary has been updated with new features that will make users—from average DIYers to gearheads—happy ... This simple and easy-to-use database is ideal for any library where patrons ask for the print Chilton manuals or other car-care materials.”

Booklist